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Lesbian Mother- Suing
To· Regain Visitation Privileges
By Ric Sullivan

indicate that the psychiatrist had agreed to·
include her in family th e rapy Ms. Park states

.

MEMPHIS - Lesbian mother Kathleen
Park is preparing to go to court to regain

she felt badgered by her-husband and the
psychiatrist
during several
counseling

visitation privileges for her thre!' children for
whon1 she pays child support. Ms. Park
contends that her ex-husband, Michael Park,

sessions tht>y participated in at the hospital,
with the focus of the sessions on her sexual
orientation

an air traffic controller, has prevented her
fron1 seeing the children at agreed-upon times
by changing the visitation rules without
court approval and by leaving home with the
children when she is scheduled to pick then1

�

children have been reduced fron1 having
them at her hon1e every other weekend and

for 6 weeks during- the su m lll er ( with weekend

privileges granted to the faLher) to only the

weekend of every month that begins with the
first Friday of the month.

The situation was conJplicated in April of

begun to ask questions and n1ake conm1ents
such as "wh y don't you like n1en?" and

�

J.(etting closer and closer to n1e and that's wh y

Kathleen Park (center) and lover Sandy Tharnish talk with Gaze reporter Ric Sullivan.

lllother's

sexual orientation. Her visitations with the

10, adnlitted to Lakeside Hospital. Ms. Park's

visitation privileges with hin1 have also been
changed

by her ex-husband without her

lul owledge , she· claims, frolll
every Thurs d ay and nne H-hour wePl<enu
period per n JOnth to !'Very other T11e::;day fin·
<'ons�m

home, hut with these changes.

children feel stable''" she asks.
e v i d e n c· e

As

capriciousness
rufl's havt•

been

with

of

the

bow

can the

ap par e n t

which the

visitation.

changed, Ms. Park described

The father al::;o t· ann•lled Ms.

"Tht•y say things an•n't 'stahle' in our

cancelled "at the last minute." On another

Park's phone <·onv<•rsations with h<•r son.

Chapman Apologizes For

a

wt•t'hnd

vi,.;it

only

to learn it had ht•en

o<·t·asion. Mr. Park had Jpft honJt' with thl' two
youngpr

<'hildn•n

whl'n

Ms.

Park

was

�<'hl'dulecl to ta k�· th<'llJ for her n•gular v_isit.
Sht• stated thut it was especially hard for ht•r

son at

Officer's ''Unfortunate

LnkP �idt• to accl'pt thes<• fn•quent

<'hanJ.(t's. Sht• also fpels thnt she iii l'ntitll'CI to
tht• san1P visitation priviiPg�:s for all thn·<·
l'hildren he<·aust• sl'parat!• rules havt• not h<•t•n

·Choice of Words''

l'stablish<'CI in ('ourt lin·th<•hospitalized child.

Mr. Park <'oulcl not ti<• n·achecl for <'Oilli]Jl'nt.
'
Ms. Park also l'hlll'J.(t's that she has 'll't'n

'l

purpost•ly left out of lwr son's tn•atnumt

CITY OF MEMPHIS

prog-ran1 at Lakt•sidl'. and that her husband
and ht'r son's psy<·hintrist "an• do ing

INTER-OFFICE

ev eryt h i nf.(

MEMORANDUM

:

Unifol')ll Patrol-East Precinct

FROM:

th t•y

<·an

to

lllakt•

!his

hospitalization) seem like my fault." Both

DATE:

Ms. Park and ht•r attorm•y, Linda Clt•nJt•nts,

July 17, 1981

SUBJECT:

Sergeant E1 P. Gilleas

General I nvest igat ion Squad

are

then1 away fron1 111e," sht' states.

recent incident in which she had been
granted penlli::;sion to takt• her son hollll'l'or a

om• hour.

this year whl'n thl' father had thl' oldt•st <'hild.

TO

Concerned that ht>r ex-husband lllight be

"" (her ex-husband and his wife) are pulling

alienate her children fron1 her through nega

their

son's

� "Daddy says you're bad." "The kids

her lover, Sandy, and have attempted to

regarding

her

E

o

During those 3 years, she told Gaze. Mr. Park
'
and his present wife have harassed her and

1

on

!l alienating the childr<'n from their n a tural
� n Jo ther, Mr. Park reports that they have

When divorced in 1978, Mr. Park � as
granted full custody of the children and Ms.
Park w as granted full visitation p rivileges.

conm en ts

than

were recognized and under trt>atn1ent before
g. his hospitalization.

up.

tive

rather

diagn osed problen1s of hyperactivity and
learning disabilities, which she indicatt's

Ms. Park firnJ!y notes that, while she has
hesitant to"�o public" with her
problems, she is now at the point where "T've
always

been

had it.. .I've alrt>ady lost my c·hildren -what
more can I lose'['_'
as

an lipen,

»..•e�f:<!er,!n
�·��,_,i+'iWW���i---.-

honest relationship

w1 t

er

'
childrt�n, she says, "as long as we'vE> got tha t
lovt• and understanding with the kids, that's
thl' most irllportant thinJ.( to

'right to have a fan1ily, ,too."
S .h <·

i n d ica t e s

s h<•

llll' .

is

. . Wl''ve got a
r<• <· e i v i n g

much needed support. from friends and co

'wprkers. "We all oug-ht to stick toget.hl'r. I
•have

heterosexual

friends

who

<'an't

undt•rstand why I hnvl' to go through this. A
lot of Gays and I.Pshians an• in this situation

in Mt•rllphis."

l'ledgt•s for donations to t·ovt•r initial
filing- fees and <'ourt n·porter ft•t•s have heen
r<•n•ived fron1 tht• Nashvi llt•-hased J usti<'P fi1r

Parents Ddense Fund and fron1 llJl'llJhPrs of
tht•

Men1phis

Gay

Coalition.

Additional

funds. however, will be needed. Checks may
\te made payahle to the MGC Kathleen Park
Fund. and mailed to Box 3038. Memphis, TN.
381 03-0038.

Sexual Criminal Assaults on young

8 to 12 years old.

boys, ages

Charges Filed Aga
: i·nst Gay

East Precinct
General profile of the suspect:

Man After Alleged Beating
tlwt lw WH!-'n 't tlw t�· pp to hang :�round

By Regina Russell
- l'oli<·t·

MEMPHIS

,.;inglt'!-' hars. Thi,.; sort of ti<•-in with child

I>in·d.or

Huddy

Chapman apologized for what ht> called an ·
officer ' s

"horribly

unfortunatt•

t·hoin·

of

word::;" in a I'IJl'l'ling with 11•l'll•lll'rs of tht•

Mt•rnphis (iay Coalition's Political Cont·t•rns.

11.ol •station is t�·pind of tht• hiJ.(ott�l attitud<•

that lalwls Cia:-·!' a!' l'hild n.olt"stors."

·:·lw 11d'l1•orandun, ch·snill!'d tht· suspl'd

:•

hair: slight!�· w:.l\_\·. i>ush 11ot>Ustacht·. long·
,..iddnrrns. soJI<�'Iil1•t'"' dirt�· in Hppt'ill'iiiH't·.

st·xu:d

n·ft·n·IH't·s to "'t·xu:d orit·nlation on I.\' "'l'l'\t' • to

(iilll'ss

to

dpsnihing-

Ea!-<t
a

l'n•cirwt

n.an

Unifol'll•

suspP<·t<·d

of

1':1trol

l'rin,inal assaults on �'OIIIlg hoys as "not tht•

Th,· l'olit il':d ( 'or1 <1 I•itt t·t· rwtt·cl that ""'ul'h

IH·ightt· n

gt·nn:d

h i n,..t·s

t·<•IJ<IJ•Uilit.Y th:oi ,..lll'h nl'lion,.;

Coll;n,ittel' had r:d!-<t•d ,.;tronJ.( ohjt·t·tion,.; to
..
tlw usP of thP t<•n11 ··qu<'<'l' joint,. and to th<·
in.pli< 'ntion!-' thHt tht• su,.;pt·t·t ' s ",.;t·xu:d

c·<•ll·ll•il tc·d

of

l'l'ill,inaJ a!-'SHUit,.;"

t h l'

Wl'l'l'

MG('

Po l i tic:rl

thl' l'i'>'llit of hi,;

st•xu;rl orit•ntation.

"A,; if thP t<'l'll• ·�tU<•t•r' wasn't t•nough of
an insult to tht· era�· ('Oilillillllity." "aid :J

wit h i n

:I"

tht·

d1ild rapt·

H ll'i'll'l'tion of tlw (ia_ \' t·on<il•llllit .\·. Tht·
1:1l't i"' tlw! !l:!'' ol nll1·hilcl n.olt·station,.; :1n·

:�n·

IH·li·roH·xu:d

h.Y

,.,.,.1'

ht·t•:ro ;t•xu;�ls.

hut

no

ha,.; to ft·ar that soiJ•t' IJ· an

. 1 :�ping Iilli•· girls will t·aust· JH·oplt· to at tal'k
IH·1t·ro�t·xucd
siu.pl.\·
h ·("Cill!"'t' tht·�· en t·
�
��
.
IH'il'l't>,..I'XUiil.

l'olit·t· llin·t·lor ('lwpii.:Jn snid lw wa,_;

ll•<•n,lwr of tht· t·ou.r�>itt t•t·. "I douht t h:�t if tht·

"sorry the whole thing happened," and hE>

that any ryft•rt•llt'l' wnuld lw lli'lllh•·tu•tlit- flll'l

�·t·rgt·:Jnl I :die,.,. Wt>Uid IH· n·priu.andt·d.

r••an wt•n• st•xually assaulting �·oung girl,..

hattery were filed against Broxterman the

following day by Roy Taylor, a security guard
at the Barracks. Charges stemmed from an
in�ident.on July 25 in which Taylor allegedly
used ;:tbusiv.e force to remove Brox'terman
from the Gay club at 616 Marshall Avenue.
Broxterman. before th!' dismissal of his
original disorderly conduct charge, had filed

:111d n ht·ii\'.\' tan indil'ating out,..idt· '-'"ric

type to hang around queer joints."
M t·n,lwrs

MEMPHIS--Disorderly conduct charges
against Rusty Broxterman were dismissed in
court August 12 but charges of disorderly
conduct, public drunkenness and assault an d

whit1· n.nlt·. :!11·2'• �'l'ill'"' old. ;,·1 II" to()'.
1!)(1 to 20ll pourHls. shouldt·r·lcngth hrown

as

ThP llil't'ting rPstdtt•cl fro111 n
ll•l'II.C>randun, is!-'lll'd h_,. �<·rg<·ant E. 1'.
Colldlliltt'l'.

By Bill Johnson

"""'un·d

1hc·

l't>lilit·al

('t>l1il1• iltt·c·

!hal

'

li1r an aggravated assault warr ant on Ta ylor
accusing Taylor of beating him with a
nightstick. A court date for the charges
against Taylor had not been set at presstime.
Taylor, a former police officer, was fired from
the MemphiR Police Department last year for
three counts of unnecessarily drawing his
pist ..•l on persons. The Civil Service
Commission upheld his fi�ng last Janqary..

�

an, "I was sitting
Accorqing to Broxte
in the Barrack!! on the bleachers by the dance
floor at approximately 3 a.m. on July 25. I had
dozed momentarily and leaned against a
pole. Taylor awakened me and asked me to
leave. I replied 'not right now, I'm waiting for
some friends.' He grabbed me behind the
head by the hair and said, 'You are leaving
now.' I said, 'No, I'm not.' He then said, 'Don't
be here when I get back' and went to get the

manager.
"I sat there and he returned with Gene
Craig, the manager on duty, who also asked
me to leave. I asked him if I could stay if I
. ought the main problem
stood up because I th
was that I was dozing. He said, 'No, you'd
better leave.' I' said , 'Alright, I'm going to
stand down here (on the floor) and talk to a
friend of mine and finish this cigarette. I'll
leave when I finish this cigarette.' Gene Craig
said, 'Alright.'
"I stood there talking to some friends, one
of which I asked if he could give me a ride

continu�d on P.age 11
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Editorials appearing in Gaze represent only the opinib�ns of the
authors unless otherwise indicated.

must be hidden from the children? If so, then
there must be something wrong with it.
We owe it to the children to ensure that
they Jearn about Gay people. SoJ{Ile of them
are, after all, Gay. We owe it to these children,
particularly, to ensure that they learn about
Gay people as Gay people really are--not as
hE-terosexuals might perceive us to be. It is
because of heterosexist teachings a bout Gays

The
Practicing Homosexual
· By Bill Johnson

Gay men but cites numerous reasons--job and

· f�mily foremost--for not being in a position to

Nothing disturbs me more, of the many
come out of the closet.
stupid terms applied to Lesbians and Gay
A third category, including many still
men by ignorant Radical Right fanatics, than
married (opposite sex) homosexuals and
"practicing ·homosexuals."
deeply closeted singles, is simply terrified by
My favorite response, common in the
the openness exhibited by activist Gays. The
local community, is, "But, my dear, I don't
fear of the "redneck" element and the Bible
have to practice. I'm quite good already."
thumping sector is overwhelming.
The term, seriously, implies that we are
The fourth group, probably the most
worse, p e r h a p s, t h a n n o,n-p ractit:ing
difficult for an activist to comprehend or to
homosexuals. How can this be? Either way,
reach, is comprised of those who shun
we're still homosexuals. The difference is
advertising as an unnecessary evil. Oddly
only a degree of happiness. Would it make r enough, this category includes both those
Jerry Falwell happy ifl w�re to wear a button
who have experienced no harassment or
saying, "I'm Gay, celibate and proud?"
discrimination and those who have suffered
No? Then maybe· the real subject here is
the worst (job loss, family rejection or bodily
advertising. Advertising--you k n o w - 
harm).
flaunting, marching: iil the streets, telling
This fourth puzzling group merits a study
people (who might find it "distasteful") that
I wish someone would conduct (but not me, of
we are Gav, throwing it up to the children
course). This group contains those who scoff
(they have a right to know).
at activism, saying they've better things to do
It is sometimes.more controversial within '"than to run around broadcasting to the world
the Gay community than without to take a
th-at they are Gay. :I'hey generally add the
stand in favor of "advertising." The defense 'footnote that those Gays who advertise are
mechanisms jump into action because few of
stirring up tro1,1ble and flaunting to society
us consider ourselves out enough to be clear of
something that Society doesn't care to look at.
explaining why we're �ot.
Bot4 of those astute observations are,
It is difficult and even more controversial
like as ntit, true. Certainly a society which has
to categorize these levels of defense.
defined how dissimilar ".groups should
Obviously, a small percentage of U& are
conduct themselves .will not care to observe
completely out and are advocates 'of
ne of these groups defyjn·g their rather rigid
advertising, though just what forms this
rules. Advertising is taboo for homosexuals,
advertisement should take are subject to
especially practicing homosexuals. The
dispute.
problem is tl;lat most Lesbians and Gay men,
A clear middle-ground community ·despite the apparent magnitude of this fourth
advocates openness among Lesbians and
category of Gays, are not particularly

�

THE FIRST OF ITS KIND!

delighted with being swept under the carpet
by ·someone else's rules. Activist Gays
advertise to make this point.
Activist Gays do stir up trouble. But they
do not cause it. The trouble is already there.
As long as it is allowed to fester
michallenged, it w'ill always be there.
If a police officer who beats up a man
because he comes out of a Gay bar remains
unchallenged in his homophobic action, that
officer will continue to beat up on guys
coming out of Gay bars. Certainly it is easy
enough to get the charges dropped after the
officer arrests the guy on some phony charge,
but what does this do for the next person who
gets arrested for leaving a Gay bar?
The trouble is there: It is still illegal to
practice homosexuality in. Tennessee
(whatever that means) and in 26 other states,
though, the number of states with such a law
is rapidly declining. Why is the number
declining? Advertising. Without advertising
it is impossible to challenge such laws and
reveal their senselessness.
Playing a starring role in this ficticious
account of homosexuality that non-Gay
society has written, is the issue of children.
T h e f ou r t h - c a t e g o r y Gays frequently
acknowledge this adopted fear that . the
children s h o u l d n o t be e x p o s e d t o
homosexuals. (Does this reek o f Gays who
have subconsciously accepted the societal
rule that being Gay is wrong?) If we have
accepted ourselves and deny--as fourth
category Gays usually do--that being Gay is
wrong, how can we legitimately say that it

that fourth-category Gays exist; they are
simply unable to cast off the self-hatred and
misgivings about themselves that have been
subtly or blatantly taught them throughout
their Jives. If something is bad, you don't
advertise it.
With all the stupid lies circulating,
thanks largely to the Moral Majority, we
really should he angered into telling the truth.
Homosexuality is not a practiee. It is not an
avocation. It is not something- that can be
considered bad, wrong, evil or 8 sin. It is a
simple fact. of life that homosexual people do
and always will exist. Only through
advertising will we. ever make this point.
If you don't feel you can advertise. then
don't. But watch how you view the
advertisers (the tee-shirt and button wearers,
the marchers, the lobbyists, the activists).
You might not be where you are if it weren't
for them. RemE>mber. too. that people will
harass you and discriminate against you
only if they feel they can get away with it. It is
the activist who is telling them they can't.
For all the practicing and non-practi.cing
ho·m os e x u a l s , it p a y s to adv ertise .
Heterosexists do not have a right to dictate
how we must Jive simply because they
consider us "distasteful." As long as we·
continu,e to respect (a cover word for fear)
their outspoken homophobia. we will subject
our fellows to continued victimization. We all
. know that their views of us are based on
ignorance and misinformation. hut few o us
are willing to advertise this fact. We must,
now morE> than ever..

f

A final note--practice makes perfect.
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725-1530
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.A Variety Show

FROM
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·
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8
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By Clifton St. John
Froggln' Dogma

Arkansas recently legislated the
teaching of "scientific creationism" in its
public schools. Now, Louisiana seems bent on
following a similar course. But the similarity
SE'E>ms to end there. '
Arkansas legishitors objected to the
·notion that "ape evolved into man." WhilE>
that notion does not adhere to the theory of

·

evolution, it is a bit closer than the form of
evolution theory that we presume is .being
taught in Louisiana schools - at least the
schools attended by one Louisiana legislator.
For, according .to Louisiana Senator Bill
Keith _who sponsored the state's creationist
bill, "Evolution is nothing more than a fairy
tale about a frog that turned into a prince."
Symptom of Kaposi's sacroma are
erroneous, it does lend itself to some
interesting prospects.
The movie possibilities are fantastic. A
"Ke i th i a n" s ty l e d T A RZAN. THE
FROGMAN could portray Jane as a prince
and Cheetah as a tadpole. KING KROAK
would afford grand opportunities for

The

Gay

Hollywood technical directors. Instead of a
gargantuan ape hand, envision a giant frog
tongue angrily licking airplanes out o� the
sky. And in the "Keithian'' version of
PLANET OF THE FROGS� Charleton
Heston would cunningly outwit a society of
intellectual English-speaking croakers.
Jane Goodall could live among and study
the habits of a tribe of wild frogs, gaining
insight into the peculiar behavior of modern-.
day princes.
This Senator Bill Keith is a "prince" of a
fellow .. He does not want Louisiana public
school teachers fragging around with his
religious dogma.

··

Dise.ase

Forty-one cases of Kaposi's sarcoma, a
rare and often fatal type of cancer, have been
documented among Gay men in the last 36
months causing great., concern and
spe,.ulation within the Gay and medica]
communities of causes ranging from
substann-' abuse of butyl nitrite (poppers) to
immunit_v differences between Gay and non
Gay men.
The announcement of the high incidence
of the cancer, which normally occurs at a rate
of 2·cases per 3 million people, followed the
recent scare of a rare type of pneumonia that
strikes Gay men.
According to a physician with the
University of Tennessee Center for the
Health Sciences, who prefers to remain
unidentified, even though cases of both
disem.;ps have been re la tively isolated to thl•
East and West coasts, this does not mean that.
cases have not occurred elsewhere. Cases
could be undiagnosed or misdiagnosed or not
correlated with the Gay community.
In a report issued by The Advocate, DR.
Alvin Friedman-Kien of the New York
University Medical Center, said, "The
disease (cancer) happens to be occurring in
the Gay community, but what is really
relevant is whatever conditions are causing
Kaposi's. We are very concerned to head off a
panic."
Researchers are. puzzled about the
occurrence of Kaposi's in Gay men and are
hesitant to name a single cause. "One
constant." says Scott Anderson in The
Advocate, "is the presence of the cytomegalo
virus, a close cousin to the organism that
causes herpes. Scientists have long believed
that cancer is caused by viruses, but until now
no specific organism has been implicated."
One theory is that urban Gay men, who
tend to have a high incidence of exposure to
sexually transmitted diseases, may have a
"suppressed immunity" caused by both
sexually transmitted infections and the
antibiotics used to treat them (antibiotics
lower the body's r es i s t n ce or i lllllllJn it.v
level). A possible dysfunction of the
immunity system might activate potential
tumor cells present in all humans.
Another theory suggests that the use of
drugs such as amyl and butyl nitrite in
conjunction with extended sexual activity
may render the body's defense mechanisms
vulnerable to certain diseases.
A third theory, which received some .
attention in the major media but has little

chemical or genetic difference between
homosexual and heterosexual men. The
genetic differences between men and women
would explain the non-incidence of both the
cancer and the pneumonia in Lesbians. The
implications of such a theory are
phenominal. It cour lead to scientific proof
that homosexuality is a "given" rather than a
"chosen" lifestyle. It could also lead to genetic
engineering to "control" sexual orientation in
the fetus.
Though none of the theories have
substantial proof to back them up, there is a
general feeling among medical researchers
that "poppers" may play a significant role in
both diseases. It seems to be a common factor
among victims.
Symptoms of Kaposi's sarcoma are
inconspicuous reddish or purple bumps less
than an inch to two inches in diameter that
may appear anywhere on the body,
particularly around the feet and ankles. The
lesions may be flat. Kaposi's can attack the
lymP.h glands and spread rapidly throughout
the body. As with any cancer, early diagnosis
is the key to cure.
Rl'Sl'archl'rs agr l l t h at thl• stu dy of
Kaposi's in Gay men in relation to the
immunity system could lead to major
breakthroughs in cancer research. It was
recently discovered that kidney transplant
patients and other persons whose immunity

'

·

Penthouse Profits

Scare:

systems are weakened are particularly
susceptible to Kaposi's sarcoma.
"The pneumonia that strikes Gay males"
is pneumocystis carinii. Cases have been
reported in San Francisco, Los AngeleF<, New
York, Toronto, a d Florida. Again, this does
not mean that cases have not occui' -red
elsewhere.
The infection is caused by a protozoan
parasite known as pneumocytic carinii which
until now had occurred in transplant and
cancer patients whose immunity system was
impaired by their afflictions and by cancer treatment drugs. The disease can be fatal
and has in several cases-if not detected
.��
early.
Again the culprit seems to ,be the
weakened immunity system, and again no
one really seems to know why th{ disease is
attacking Gay men.
Meanwhile a group of 25 physicians plan
a meeting in San Diego September 12-13 to
form the American A�sociation of Physicians
for Human Rights. The group wi11 collect
information about these and other diseases
that attack Gay people and will lobby for
improved health care for Gays. The group
says it is forming as a result of
sensati.o n a l iz ed media coverage of
pneumocystjs carinii pneumoni and Kaposi's
sarcoma.

Toward The Church State

The Reagan budget and tax cut bills have
essentially subsidized churches. While
allowing the so-ca1led standard deduction
taxpayers to claim additional credit for
charitable contributions, Reagan's plan cuts
the funding to voluntP.er agencies such as
llni tl' d Way and LPgaiSPrvin•s Corporation.
How much more PR lip service (BS) will
we hear about the separation of church and
state?
Read on.
Now, the "Christian fundamentalist"
schools have an official"voice" in the Federal
Education Department. That agency now has
a "Christian school lias on officer." Bernard
Hite, whose salary is $26,950 per year. No
counterpart exists, however, for other
religious schools such as those affiliated with
the Jewish faith.
Onward. "Christi an" soldiers!
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Significant change has almost always
been effected by small groups or minorities,
seldom by any majority. Bowever, one
exception stands unequalled: Jerry Falwell,
who i:; the mor ..l majority, significantly
changed the profit picture for Penthouse
n1agazine. In his battle to keep the March
and his interview, off the newsstands,
issue,
Undelcared War
Falwell boosted the magazine's sales enough
The Reagan administration recently ' to generate $500,000 in extra revenue.
And speaking of Falwell...
released its blueprint for a new war on crime,
says, "You. can't be a good
Jerry
which is extensive and frightening.
and a libe.ral at the same time."
Ar1JOng thP blueprint's scary points are Christian
. Correction, Jerry. You can't .be a good
plans to "ease the habeas corpus rules."
and a liberal at the same time
"Christian"
"relaxing the freedom of information act,"
a good "Christian" and a good
be
you
can
nor
and "modifying the excfusionary rule."
Christian at the same time.
But the most frightening part of
.Falwell is not a Christian. He is a
Reagan's war on crime is "establishing a
"Christian." a code word for single-issue.
poli!ics, or f�cism.
Heil, Jerry.

Re·s earchers
Theo riz·e On
Ca uses Of
''Gay'' Can cer,
Pneumonia
By Bill Stevenson

computerized national index of criminals."
Be reminded that Lesbians and Gay men
are thought of as "criminal" by many law
enforcement officials.
Her�'s �ishing you a happy 1984!
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Letters to the editor should be as short as

responsibility for opinions expressed. Lengthy

possible and must be signed. Names will be

letters may be edited for space requirements

withheld by request but anonymous letters will

but original meanings will not be altered. Mail

not be printed. "Box
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Not A Chosen Lifestyle

I would likE> to comment on the ResE-arch

sf-Coors-Miller ( I e _,
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Thanks for Hllowinl! m - th E-xpress
mys�lf.

I

Ted Fox
,_
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dearly

The bars in Memphis havE> al ways
discriminated against Blacks. That is unfair.
and it could be very dam aging to the unity of
Gays in this town.
If Mt>mphis Gays could just realize that
we are all the samt> because of our common
bonds, wt> could ht> proud and un afraid to
stand up for ourselvE-s. As unstable as the
world is. why can't we lt>arn to support t>ach
other?
I have lived in Memphis for lR of the 21
years I'vE> bt>Pn around, and I lovt> this town.
But somt>body's attitude has to change . .
EithE-r I'm gonna have to become more
pessimistic (which I have no intention of
doing) or somebody out there besides me has
to BELIEVE in our net>d for support in our
common dilemma, It's hard enough to
confront tht> world every day; why'should we
makt> it harder on each other?
If only one person reads this and "re
exllmin�!'1 hl!i ornet: fe�l1i-ni�i 'a:h1d ' �b'nvictions.

Memphis
. 4-Gaze-September, 1981
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Common Bonds

WEVL FM 90.3
Sundays 3 P.M.

·

C·-·ms-Miller

(Ed. note: Thanks. little sister.
love you. too.)

Gay
Alternative

All YOU CAN ·
t a -

Pabst

Leana Johnson
Dresden. TN

.

BEER au� . .
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Lesbian and

Ht>tProsexual Womt>n" in last month's issue. I
am quite concerned that many peoplt>,
espt>cially tht> straig-ht moral majority typE>
mig-ht fpp] from reading- this article that all or
mRny LE>shians choose their lifestyle from
traumatic t>xpPriPnC'es that havt> happent>d to
th em
I fep) wry Rtrong-ly th a t this is not tht>
cast> and thHt tht>rt> are many of us wh o know
that we havt> ht>t>n LE>sbians since day ont>. WE>
might not want to admit it. but wt> wert> born
Lesbian , not converted to Lesbianism, nor did
Wt> choosE> it. for it chose us.
I also ft>el tht> samplt> group of LE-sbians
th.at Gundlach chosE>. being mPmhers of the
Daug-hter of Bil itis. is a vt>ry narrow
sampling to hast> his rE-search study upon. I
wnnder if questioned furtht>r any of the
women in the study might not have had
homosE-xual tendt>nde!'1 beforE' they WE're
raped or ahused and might not havp hPen
a ware of tht>m or rt>mPrn her them duE> to their
ll'auma . I hope that readpr;; did focm; on the
.
fact that LE>shians dirt'Ct. their angE-r at the
st>xual violPncP of tht•mpn rathpr than laying

---.-·-•·----------- -------·---------- --·--------·-----"
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I feel funny writing a letter to the editor
because I never have before. However. I'm
writing because I believe very strongly about
the issue of Gay rights. I recently found out
that my brother is Gay. I dearly love him and
feel that hE> has the right to live his life in the
manner that is natural for him.
I recently stated this belief by corning to.
Memphis and participating in thE> Gay and ·
Lesbian rights march and rally following tht>
march. I was very proud to ht> ablt> to
participate in this historic event. I want the
Memphis Gay Community to know that I am
proud of them and support them in their fight
for Gay rights.
Now is the time for us all to unite.
straight and Gay, Black llnd white. to fight
for what WE' believe in . Be proud and continue
fighting for your freedom. T feel privileged to
be a part of it.
Stand tall and he countE-d. Maybe I will
St>E' you nt>xt year during the march and rally.

Laura M. Plguee

Open Every Night Until 6 a.m.

-·

Proud Of Our Community

I havE> been reading Gaze for over a year
now. T think it's beautiful. Time comes when
one must take their place·ln society.
I'd also like to comment on "Goodby To
Friends" by Marty Katz in your free August
E-dition . I agree 1 00'K•. To say "I love you" is
easy. To say "Goodby" is hard. I'm sharing
the feeling.

Food-Beer-Games rv

.
.

Dyersburg, TN

Sharing The Feeling
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Germantown
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My hat is off to Gaze for reportin g the
efforts of the Memph i s Comm ittee in
challenging unfair I. D. policies at Memphis'
Gay bars. I - have few Black friends who can
say they have not experienced discrimination
and few white friends who can say they have
not seen Blacks being discriminated against.
I may be touching a sensitive nerve by
applauding this. but it is about time
somebody . desensitized this ugly nerve of
racism.
You have a great paper. and I am glad
you do print letters to the editor from peoplE>
who want to express themselves on any issue.

Jean Jones

An open letter to George and Don:
Why can't Gaze be distributed inside your
bars?
Ali you two seem to care about in the Gay
community is money. As long as we spend
money in your bars, you are content. But if
people show up trying to share something
with other Gays that is for everyone, of us,
they get stopped at the door. The people who put Gaze together are
nothing more than concerned Gays. This
paper is put together purely as a labor of love,
and best of all it's free.
Oh, I forgot. That won't send you to
Europe. will it? But saturating us with those
tired drag shows will, right? So why should
you care if thE're are Gays in this town who art>
actually concerned about the well-bt>ing of
others? Their concern won't put gas in your
Cadillacs, will it?
You two puzzle me. It's bad enough that
certain merchants back d o wn on their
agreements to distribute Gaze. That is

tor the price of .1 .

Memphis

Is it possible that a Gay bar would
discriminate against people because of their
skin color? Surely not, Gay people don't do
·those kinds of things, do they?
Gay people sure do. I have traveled the
length and breadth of this country and found
that racism is alive and well, even thriving in
some places. And racism is the stupidest
thing around. Instead · of learning about
differences in people and learning to respect
and admire these differences. we Americans
are intent upon learning to hate each othE-r's
differences. When will we Gays learn that our
own fight is to remove the hatred of people's
differences?

Name Withheld By Request

:
:

Memphis. TN

Name Withheld by Request

Racism Is Alive And Well

Memphis

Dra������oE: .��181

3038.

thE> hlame upon themselves. which frt>q uently
happens when women are raped. And this is
usually reinforcE-d hy our judicial system.
Again. I would like to reiterate that I feel
strongly that many people. are born Gay and
art> not con verted to homosexuality by
anyone; howt>�er. some may choose this
lifestylE> due to certain circumstances.

Memphis

�

Relax on our Patio!

express their opinions. Gaze takes no

Name Withheld By Request

·
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38103-0038.

Touchi ng A Sensitive Nerve

_

Why Isn't

letters to Gaze Editor. Box

is a letters to the

because of their fears of losing business and
of los i n g their reputati on (n o n - G.ay
merchantS). But y 'all? Y'ali, more than
anybody else, should he m11king every effort
to make Gaze available to as large an
audience as possible. Everybody already
thinks you rip us off on prices and heer. They
(we) need to see some sort of indication that
you care about your clientele.
Be fair to us. Do yourself a favor.
See if it's possible for you to do something
for the Gay community besides take our
money and bore us with drllg shows.

to anyone except themselves. I find this self
c e n tered ·a n d s e l f i s h a tt i t u d e very
disappointing. As individuals, are we so self. sufficient that we do not need the friendship
Bad Manners?
and collJfort of our sisters'! Again, I think not.
Within this conm1unity. I feel that our
To my Lesbian Sisters:
inability to extend even a 11Jinilt1Ulll of social
For most o( my life I have believed that
courtesy to our Sisters is syllJptollJatic of our
Southerners are more polite and have better
a p a t h y a n d l a c k of c o m m u n i ty
manners than those who live and work north
consciousness. Sisterhood is not going to
of the Mason-Dixon line. Of late, however, I
exist simply because we mouth the words; it
have begun to question that . belief. I am
requires work. Part of that work is extending
writing to you of what I regretfully perceive to
to each other the basic courtesies we have a
be a developing trend within th� Lesbian
right to expect from anyone. No one �ver said
community of Memphis. Specifically, I am
it was going to be easy, but we can and must
referring to what appears to be a growing lack
make it less hard for"each other, for ourselves.
of simple social courtesy.
and for those who come after. Finally, if we
For example, Sisters telephoned in a
cannot yet bring ourselves to the point of
business context do not return their calls.
kindness and caring, can we please at least be
This may seem to be a minor problem but I do
polite?
not have any difficulty getting straight
business people to return my c,alls. Are all the
professional Lesbians in th� city doing so
Marthe Cumming
well that they don't need any more business,
Memphis
i.e. they can 'afford to be rude? I think not.
Perhaps the business · �nd professional
Getting It S omewhere Else.
Lesbians of Memphis n·eed to be reminded
that one cannot buy from, sell to, or perform a
service for a customer if there is no contact.
The fact that you can't get a Gay paper in
In the social context, I find it appalling
a .Gay bar is ridiculous. The apparent reason
that-we appear to lack even a modicum of the
for this is even more ridiculous. I witnessed
.social graces. Overtures of friendship (and I
the s'l'lredding of theJ uly issue by a barowner.
Strangely enough the July issue had a letter
do. niean strictly friendship) are ignored or
to the editor in it that accused a certain bar of.
blata tly r�buffed. There are very few "th�nk
racial d)scrimi�ation. Queer, isn't it?
yo us" for favors done or help given. There are
even fewer offers of help. Correspondence
When IJound out that the August issue
goes unacknowledged and "I'll call you"
wasn't being distributed in this har. I was
seems to be the most recent euphemism for
' outraged. I thought of the old expression. "a
"Get lost." In short, interest and caring are
.
bit dog always hollers."
not ··even returned , let alone extended. It'
At any rate, I plim. i� pick up my
W()Uld.appear that the majority of Memphis
September issue somewhere else.
Lesbians are not "into" returning anything
·

•

3038"

editor column and is a public forum for readers
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A rkansas Gay Writes (A G W). · A picnic drew

1 5(1 people. Workshops provided free
professional advice on matters ranging from
Gay health ·to law to personal growth and
development. Other events included a benefit
'
dinner and memorial service. The. week's
events were culminated by a press conference
on the steps of the Arkansas State Capitol.

I n Memphis...
Compiled By Staff
Memphis Comm ittee Reports No
Problems At Barracks

The Memphis Committee, which picketed
the Barracks last month for an alleged J.D.
discrimina.tion policy against Blacks, reports
no known violations of a new J.D. policy
agreement reached with one of the bar's
owners.
The Barracks. fi 1 6 M arshall Aven ue, had
been accused of asking 3 o r 4 I. D.'s from Black
patrons while rarely asking any fron1 whites.
Although Don Rosi gnoll, part owner' of th e
Barracks, denied any racist policy, he
pron1ised n1em hers of the Conm1ittee that one
I . D. (an accurate driver's ljcense) would be
asked of all patrons of the cl u b.
"As far as we know," said Y.J. Calhoun of
the Memphis Committee, "they have stuck to
this policy." Calhoun added that he had
received several calls from Blacks· since new
policy was initiated who remarked that they
were being treated "very fairly and nicely"
when patronizing the bar.

. M.D. Benefit Set For Sept.

2

The annual benefit variety show for
muscular d y strophy will be h e l d on
Wednesday. September 2, at George's, 600
Marshall Avenue. Sponsored by GOPS, the
show will be produced by Leslie Carter. and
choreoiO'aphed and directed by Rich Robert$.
Showtime is 10:30 p.m. and the cover charge
is $3.

the Gay bars." The officer was responding to
questions about the recent crackdowns of
adult movie houses i n the city. "The police,"
he continued, "would not, without significant
com p l a i n ts, s i n g l e o u t Gay bars for
harassment."
The officer indicated, however, that
pressure form "Moral Majority types" .Jed to
the crackdown of the adult theaters and that
the district attorney may be under pressure
from the Moral Majority. Some barowners
have expressed concerns recently that
continued pressures from Radical Right
groups could lead to harassment of their bars.
/

UPI Award Given For Gay Interview

Ann Kelley of KSSN radio has received
United Press International Broadcasters
Assocaition's highest award for her interview
"Comments to Kissin: Arkansas . Gay
Rights." The interview. fi.rst aired in October
of 1 980. swept state and national awards in
the "Best Public Affairs" category. UPI
judges said of the interview. "A very
controversial and. in some areas. a very
i n fl a m a t o r y i s s u e . h a n d l e d w i t h
professionalism. A very open and frank
discussion of a subject growinl( in natior.al
importance."
Arkansas PFG Young But Growing

Police Director E . Winslow "Buddy"
Chapman is scheduled to address the
Sept. R meeting of the Memphis Gay
Coalition. He will discuss relations
between the MPD and the Gay and
Lesbian community. including form al
policy. attitudes of individual officers.
and training procedures.
T h e p u b l i c is in v i ted . M G C
encourages t h e community t o take
a d v a n tage of this opportunity to
question Director Chapman concerning
entrapment. a rrests. and harassment of
Gays.

Parents and Friends of Gays in Arkansas
is "still In its early stages but is rapidly
growing," NHYH A G W. Founded by Rev. Dr.
Jeff Bishop of the United Church of the living
Hope, PFG is currently administered by
Paulette Arnold of Batesville. The group is
looking for supportive friends and family

The meeting date of MGC for the
first Monday ·in September has been
changed to Tuesday, Sept. R because of
Labor Day. The meeting will be held in
meeting room B at the Main Library,
Peabody at McLean at 7:00 p.m.

·-::.· ;���\

In Nashville ...

Compiled By 'Abby Rubenfeld
TGCHR Reorganizes

Chapman To Speak At
Memphis Gay · Coalition

Meeting Change

..:�}

members of Lesbians and Gay men to-become
involved with PFG. To contact, write PFG,
P.O. Box 1839, Batesville, AR 7250 1 .

The Tennessee Gay Coalition for Human
Rights here, which has suffered declining
m e m be r s h i p in recent m o n t h s , h a s
reorganized and adopted new bylaws. A
renewed vitality has swept the group, whose
active members had dwindled to 4 or 5 people,
and the renewed interest has boosted meeting
attendance to 30 to 35. The TGCHR meets at
the Metropolitan Community Church of
Nashville.
Poor Turnout Blamed On Rumor Of TV
Cameras

Poor turnout at a recent Teresa Trull
concert was blanJt>d, in part. by organizers on
a widely circulated rumor that tv cameras
would cover the concert. Media attention 2
days prior to the event had focused on a
lawsuit involving a Lesbian teacher and
created fears ofmajor media exposure for Gay
happenings in Nashville. The rumors were
totally unfounded.
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From Arkansas Gay Rights, Inc.
Moral Majority Pressuring D.A.?

According to a Memphis police officer.
"The City of Memphis, Tennessee or the
Memphis Police Department would not touch

·
Prou d
. Gay Pride Week

The city's first ever Gay Pride Week
celebration was . "a success" according to

.wnu ...

Putting Memphis On . The "Bike Map" .

Tsarus Sets First
Annual ''Trash Day''
Tsarus has sched u l ed its first m otorcycle
event for the Memphis comnJUnity·Septem her
13. P lans are for the event, billed as "Trash
Day." to be held annually in mid-September.
Activities wiU be identical to those
c u s t o m a r y a t o ffi c i a l M i d - A n1 e r i c a
Con ference bike runs, i n which Tsarus is
active, except that this event will be a one-day
( a l l day) progran1 rather than a ful l weekend.
It has been dubbed a "bike-run matinee. "
Tsarus says the event will p rovide an
opportunity for those who have never been to
a run to see what goes on and to join in the
general revelry at a small fraction of the cost
of going to a run .
"Trash Day" w i l l start with eye-openers
at 1 0 a.n1 . with coffee, pastries and
screwdrivers. At 1 1 a.n1. there will be
competitive gan1es. sports and bike events.
Those without bikes m ay take part as buddy
riders or may compete in the no-bike Peoplt•
Events. Although the acti viti es 11 1 ay be
ridiculous, Tsarus says, they will all be safe
and. in any event. optional. A lunch will be
served at I p.m. accompanied by video tape
training fihus. slide11 and otht>r diwrsions. At
1 p.111: thert• will be Vl'randa Events, whkh
art> n un - st rt>nuu us ('tlllJ pt'titiuns for thust> who
prt•fer t hen1 . At :! p. n 1 . award11 will ht•
prl'tlt>nted tu all winm•r11 of t•vt•nl.ll and t h t•
liquor and ht>t>r wh it·h � a v t> ht••m pn•vidt>d
t hruu gh tiut will ("untinut• until !l p.tu .. at

parts of it (bikes, etc.) wi l l be arranged
outside. and l i q uor before noon will be
arranged on private property nearby. The
fu nc·tion will be a private party for those
registered in advance; the door w i l l be rlo�t>d
to a l l others.

partidpantll will dt•tt>rtuint> tht•ir fah•.

t·untat:l Tsun111. t· u Shurun'11.

whi('h tinl(' tht• t·unditiun uf tht> variuit,.

Anyone interested 1 1 1 ay apply through
any 11 1e111 her of Tsarus ll J Otorcyel e club. The
$ 1 0 registration fee includes all food and
b t- v e r a ge s for t h e d a y , a c t i v i t i e s .
entertainn1ents. awards, you-nan 1e-its, and a
commemorative memorabilium such as a
butt<in or postt>r 111ade f(lr the everit. The
provisions will be un pretentious in keeping
with the owra l l then1e, but they will be
festive.
Tsarus has sponson•d nun1erou:o evt>nt:o
for tht>ir brotht•r:o in tht• bikt• clubs throughout
Mid-An11•riea, but this is tht> first t•vent
sponson•d for Mt•nJphis t•xt·ept for bar club
nights; Tsarus "Trash Day" I <TI'I) is an
important stPp for tht> group. I fit n•t•eiws tht•
wrd i a l and t>nthusiasti<- n•s po nst indkatt·d
hy pa s t ev!'nts. Tsarus dedan•i-; that Men1phis
will lind itst•lf on tht> " hi kt• map'' by a
viguruus st·h t>d u l t• uf m·tivitit>s thut will
a ppt•a l lu llot•n frmu anywht•rt•. An •·x h• nNi vt•
Jll'ugranJ uf t•vt•nt,; is ht•in .: rl ru w n up fur tht•
t'utuinJC yt•ar and u; u•·h uf tht• n tt mt·t iun tu
uut-uf·tuwn duh11 will dt• JK•nd upun tht•
i n l l'rt'lll n n�l sUJlJlurl u fi , K ·:• I fun-Nt't·kinJC nlt'n.

are Les.bian mothers in Nashville and Memphis
'
forced to sue in co u rts to keep their children?

The U n ited N ations declares that the removal of
a ch ild from its natural mother is genC>cide.
I

The Memphis G ay Cdalition is an �>rga nizatlon
of women and men working together to educate
the

general

com m u nity

and

the . Gay

and

Lesbian �om m u n ity about human rights issues.

Join us in the fight for your rights

Beginning our third year

·

Memphis Gay Coalition
P.O. Box 3038

•

Memp his, TN

•

381 03-0038

Out-uf:tuwn · H JlJllit·unts fur Tra11h J )uy •·an

Mu('h uf tht• t>\'t>nt ;""ill ht• t't•nh•rt>d nl
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Gaze

Let

Announces The 2nd Ann ual

us

Eat
. Steak!

AT
J-WAG'S
COOKOUT
FOR

GBze
S u n d ay

.

S e p t . 20
6 : 30 p . m .

$6.50 includes 14 oz.

.

ad vance at J-Wag 's, 1 268
M ad ison . Tickets m ust be
pu rchas�d no l ater · than
Friday, Sept. 1 8.

·

II

.

8 : 30 p . m . - 1 2 :30 a . m .
Tickets

in

ss
.

·

t i c k ets

�

Costume Cruise On The Q ueen

steak, fries, salad, 2
drinks.

· Pu rchase

..

$10 at gate, $8 in advance

Sat . , Sept. 26

8:00 P.M.
274-0431 or mail to
BYOB

Boarding Time
for two or more. Call

"Gaze Cruise." Box

3038,

Memphis.

38103.

. $25 PR I Z E F O R B EST C O ST U M E
( Get Yo u r Hal lowee n Cost u m e s O ut Ea rl y! )
FANTAST I C D O.O R PR I Z E S ! H O T N EW M U S I C !
.

.

<i ·

·'

For a poster size lim ited ed ition �il kscreened p rint of this original art sen d $ 1 0 .00, check or money o rder to Moonlight
.

Madness P.O. Box 3038 Memphis, TN 381 03-0038.
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A Personal Testimony

Death-The Final Discri 1nination
By Vicki Curlin Roberson

their iovers be buried from a distance or who
perhaps were prohibited from or afraid to
"Death · The Final Discrimination" was
even attend the funeral.
What can we do about it? My lover and I
sent to us as a letter, bu.t we feel the subject is
have taken several precautions to try to
too important to go unnoticed. Grim and
painful as the subject may be, the death of a
insure that we will not have to suffer t.his kind
of painful exclusion when one of ils dies.
lover can lead to far more pain than most of us
would anticipate. We have heard far too
Perhaps these steps will be helpful guides for
many stories of a lover who was forbidden to
some of our "sisters and brothers".
attend a dead lover's funeral, far too many
The first step was coming out to our
stories of !overs losing homes and property to
biological families and straight friends. If
the "biological family" when the home and
they know of our love and grow to respect and
property was jointly owned by both lovers,
accept our relationship while we are living
and far too many stories of lovers being
our love, perhaps they will be more
denied the needed rituals that surround the
understanding and sensitive to our lover's
death of a loved one.
feelings when we are gone.
Extraordinary precautions must be
Secondly, we can write out explicit
taken by Gay and Lesbian couples to insure
instructions regarding how and where we
the rights of a surviving lover. A lawyer
r want to be buried, who is to officiate, how the
"Su rely throughout history and conti nuing
should be chosen who is knowledgeable in the
[}) service is to be carried out and how we want
special circumstances faced by Gay and
through today, there are lovers who have
1[ our lover to be treated. These instructions
Lesbians couples. There are few guarantees
o should be kept with our wills.
watched
thei
r
lovers
be
buried
from
a
d
istance
,___
to insure the rights of the surviving lover, but
_, a.
Wills and notarized powers of attorney
or who perhaps were prohibited from or afraid
can give us legal documents with which we
every effort should be made to prevent the
can affirm that we are, in our minds, as close
right of the "biological family" from
to even attend the funeral."
overriding the rights of someone closer.
as any straight married couple can be,
regardless of our inability to be legally wed. If
The subject is too painful not to talk
about. What you and your lover do now could
there are children, as is the case with us, the
help to ease the pain if one of you should
When my lover's mother died last year, custodian of our children can be named in our
Some 80 to 100 of us were there at the
outlive the other.
services to lend support and love to our friend our children and I were discouraged from wills.
who was so unexpectedly and tragically
sitting with her in the "family's box" during
Perhaps even these precautions can be
·
Recently my lover and I attended a without his lover. Before the service could the funeral. One member of my lover's family, contested by straights who refuse to see us
funeral for one of our "brothers" who had begin the "family limousine" had to a�ive. a cousin, made it obvious she didn't approve as "equal before the law", but at least we have
quite suddenly passed away. At the memorial The family had seats reserved for them. We of our visibility and presence during the long made some attempt to protect each other.
service we became acutely aware of how did not see one of them look at our friend, offer and painful ritual of the visitation before and
Finally, we suggest that .instead of
harsh the inequities can be that Gays are him condolences or acknowledge our funeral proceedings that followed. It was sending flowers or a donation to a charity, we
dealt by straights. Our friend left a lover with existence except with irritated and hostile "inappropriate" for us to be there.
send a memorial to Gaze in honor of the
whom he had shared many years of his life. glances. The sadness of our friend's loss was
It is not difficult to imagine situations brother or sister who has passed away with
They were, as many of us are, a couple ... a surely magnified by the coldness of his lover's where one member of a couple is in an acknowledgement sent to the deceased's
family.
family.
accident and becomes the victim of a "living lover.
death" with a respirator and a lover is unable
Death is difficult for us to think about or
to make the decision to "pull the plug"
discuss.
But we must find ways to combat the
69 Myths About H omosexuarity
because the lover "is ·not family." Surely cruel displays of discrimination straights
· througho•1t history and continuing through
can inflict upon us when one of us dies. We
today, there are lovers who have watched don't h aue to be their victims.
Too Painful Not To Talk About...

_
_

Myth

_
_
_

#5: H omosex �_als
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Are Child Molesters
By Clifton St. John

wnu ...

I >r . E V!'lyn H oo k c •r a l so d i s post•s of t h t•

On this myth hang most of the laws
against Gay men and Lesbians. Its influence
is wide-spread in our culture and in our
judicial and legal systems, based on the
erroneous assumption that Lesbians and Gay
men pose a real and present danger to
children.
In some states adults convicted of
"homosexual offenses" and those who are
merely "suspected" of being homosexual are
prevented by law from teaching school. In
many cases these "offenders" are prevented
fron1 c· o 1 1 o i n g i n contad w i t h c h i l d n•n i n any
endeavor, including their own offspring. The
homophobic supposition is that any child can
and will be influenced negatively by these
"child molestors."
Little thought is given to the equally
credible danger of exposing young children to
the evil influences of heterosexual teachers,
sco u t nmst ers. pa n·n t s . de. Thl' pn·s u n . p t i o n

is that heterosexuals are better able to control
their sexual attractions to children, in spite of
research to the contrary.
The vast majority of Gay men and
Lesbians have no more sexual interest in
children than do the majority of straight men
and women. There is an accent on youth and
youthfulness in the Gay world, but it
certainly does not amount to pedophilia any
more than the exaggerated accent on youth in
the non-Gay culture.
Those men and women who prefer sex
with children constitute a very small segment
of the adult population, and they cannot be
classified as exclusively homosexual or
hetersexual. They seem to be attracted
equally to both sexes, according to a study by
Alfred Kinsey which showed that adult males
who have sexual relations with boys under 1 2
also exhibit a marked predisposition toward
heterosexual offenses with girls under 16. "In
brief." says Kinsey\. "most of them are
interested sexually in young people, but not
necessarily male, and their minimum age
limit is quite elastic and can be stretched to
suit the circumstanc�s:"
·

myth that Gays are child molesters. In an
interview with Psychology Today, Dr.
Hooker was asked if it is true that
homosexual men seduce little boys. Dr.
Hooker replied, "Not nearly as often as
heterosexual men seduce little girls."
Dr. Martin Hoffman, social psychiatrist,
writes: "The exclusive male homosexual is
not the characteristic sex offender against
children. The average adult male homosexual
who goes to Gay bars or the baths is no more
l i k<. J .v t o n HI I Pst l i tt lP hoys' t h a n is th < · a wra_g< •

was ' Lesbian tea,c her a t a local private school
dism issed

when

"rumors"

of

her

sexual

orientation su rfaced?

n . ;d<· lwt pros<•x u a l l i kl'i.V to I I HIII's t s n � <d l g i r l s .
H P n c·<·.

l h <·

s t rong

s u ggl'st i o n .
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hy

police officials, that the consenting adult
homosexual who is arrested is a potential
danger to children. or is prone to violence, is
simply not true." Dr. Hoffman writes further,
"While I do not wish to deny that there are
indeed child molesters, it must be made clear
that they are a separate class of persons ... and
are not the men about whom I have written."
The facts should dispel the homophobia,
but society does not want to be confused by
the facts. Ignorance enhances the mysticism
of sex. And since sexual mysticism is an
institution in western sodt>ties. so is sexual
ignorance.
Armed with vast ignorance and
appealing to the homophobia of the masses,
our legislators attempt to legalize their own
brand of morality. These keepers of the social
trust would have us believe that social
attitude is established by law, when the
opposite is true - law is a result of social
attitude.
When ignorance abounds in any social
system, its laws cannot be enlightened, and
its law enforcement cannot be sensitive or
just. Sexual ignorance definitely abounds in
American culture. Consequently,. our elected
officials continue to write legislation or retain
laws which are oppressive to Lesbians and
Gay men. using the political ruse that
homosexuals a,re a threat to our children.
·
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disapprove proposed 'ch an ges � n-ly whe�lh ey
violate the federal interest of the home-rule
charter. No difficulties are anticipated for the
sex-law reform measure.
-

; ;

GSPS was formed to promote Gay
interest in phil1,1.tely and to w_ork towards
recognition of famous Gays on U.s: stamps.
The Society will soon launch a nationwide
drive to ·have its namesake, Gertrude Stein,
honored on a ·commemorative stamp.
For information, write GSPS, Box 1 45 5 1 ,
San Francisco, C A 941 14.

Joan Baez, Pete McCloskey Honored By
Business Association

SAN FRA N C I S C O - - H u m a n i t a r i a n
singer Joan Baez i s to b e honored by the
National Association of Business Councils
during the first national Lesbian and Gay
business and professional convention here
Nov. 6-8. Baez will appear at the Plenary
Luncheon of the convention. Honorable Paul
McCloskey, co-sponsor of the Gay civil rights
bill in Congress, will be the keynote speaker
at the luncheon.
For convention information , write NABC
Convention, P.O. Box 15054, San Francisco,
CA. 941 15.

NEWS B U LLETIN

NEW YORK--The National Gay Task
Force has published the . first 2 of 4
educational pamphlets focusing on Lesbians
and Gay men in the work place. ·The NGTF
Corporate Survey reports on NGTF's survey
of 850 major corporations, soliciting non
discrimin ation statements. This project,
begun in 1976, yielded 238 statements
indicating to varying degrees that sexual
orientation is a private matter and unrelated
to job performance.
Are There Gay People In My Business ?
A nswers to Employers' Question addresses
such questions as "What kind of problems do
Gay people have on the job?" and "How can I
make it clear that my firm does not
discriminate against Gay people?"
Copies of The NG TF Corporate Survey
(75¢) and A re There Gay People In My
Business ? ($2) may be ordered from NGTF, 80
5th Ave.; Room 1601, New York, NY 10011.

Gaze has learned that K i nsey I nstitute
for Sexual Research plans to release in
November

a

d e f i n i t i ve

study

of

Texas Gay Conference Set For Labor Day

. homosexuality which concludes that the
·
"ideology of homosexual ity" is biological

rather than envrionmental or psychological.
See next month 's Gaze for a feature

H O U ST O N --The 8 t h ' Tex as G a y
Conference will b e held Sept. 4-6 i n Houston
featuri ng Patricia Nell Warren, Jack Nichols
and Houstol) 's "Disco Grandma" Thelma
Hansen. Conference activities will be held at
the First Unitarian Church, 5210 Fannin.
Advance registration is $15, at door. $20.
· Write Texas Gay Conference VIII, P.O. Box
3942, Houston, TX 77001 .

story on the possible ramifications of t h i s
i mportant study.

Media RaH Gays In Fl� Coverage
Parenti Launch National Federa_tlon
SAN FRANCISCO(The Advocate)--A $6
million blaze in . this city July 10 led to
sensationalized, · inaccurate reporting by
homophobic city and national media.
Local newspapers and television stations
falsely reported that a former bathhouse was
still a bathhouse and insinuated that the fire
was somehow related to homosexual use of
amyl nitrite or the manufacture of Rush.
·'

The fact that the area houses several

· leather bars and leathennen reside there was
also exploited. Fire Chief Andrew Casper
said, "It was reported to me that there was an
S/M slave quarters at the back of the alley.
We can't write this off as a lifeless fire. There
may have been people chained to beds."
An S/M playroom was discovered by
firefighters and photos of it were widely
circulated. Mark Chester, owner of the
playroom, says, ''My apartment was not
damaged by the fire, but it. has been
ran�acked in the aftermath." Police kept him
out of his apartment while allowing
photographers and reporters in, and looters
have made away with m any of his
belongings.

LOS ANGELES-Hoisting the acronym
Parents FLAG as their banner, parents from
7 states created a national federation Aug. 1
to build support for their Gay sons and
daughters.
.

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and

Gays will provide support and referrals for

loca l parents' groups in 30 cities in the U.S.
·
an d canada and "contact parents" who
provide peer counseling in 24 other cities.
The central office address of Parents
FLAG is Box 24565, Los Angeles, CA 90024.

Gay Stamp Collectors U nite!

SAN FRANCISCO-The Gertrude Stein
Philatelic Society was formed here in April
for stamp buffs. The Sodety's first official act
was to issue a Special E vent Cover to
commemorate the international theme of the
1981 SF Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Parade
and Celebration, June 28.
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SAN FRANCISCO--The Board of
Im�igration Appeals July 9 ordered the
exclusion of Carl Hill on the grounds that he
is a h omosexual. The ruling overturned the
decision of Immigration Judge Bernard
Hornbach which held that the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) did not

the U.S. through San Francisco Airport on
November 5, 1 980. Upon arrival he made an
unsolicited ·statement to the immigration
inspector that he was Gay and INS attempted
to exclude him from the U.S. on that basis. A
lawsuit was filed challenging INS authority
to exclude Hill in the absence of a PHS
m ed i c a l certifi c a t e . T h e B o a r d o f
Immigration Appeals rej ected this argument,
holding that INS does have authority
regardless of the actions of the Public Health
.·
' :.
Servi ce.�".
�h

Poll Says 48% Favor G �y

Rights

Law

NEW YO-RK--A recent survey-conducted
·by the AssoCiated Press and ·\NBC News
shows that 48'Po of the populatjpn favor
extending laws protecting Lesbians and Gay
men in a housing and employment while 3817ft
are opposed.
Another recent survey conducted by the
Wash ington Post and ABC News found that
only half of the population knows of the
Moral Majority and only about 1,0% agree
with them that Gays should be excluded from
teaching or that homosexuals acts'should be
illegal.

.
278-1 091 ·

S�n· aay ··1 1 a. m .
811:... I 11M you ...... 11M _II.IIo
John 14:11
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NEW YORK--The National Gay Task
Force has initiated a women's program effort
aimed at promoting Lesbian visibility and
building coalitions with the women's
movement. Well-known Lesbian feminist
Charlotte Bunch has been hired by NGTF to
develop and execute the program.
A principal aim of the effort will be to
strengthen ties between the Gay movement
and the feminist m ovem ent. The effort will
focus also on development of educational

Exclusion Of British Gay

have the authority to exclude Hill without a
Public Health Service medical certificate.
The U.S. Surgeon General announced
August 2, 1 979, that the PHS would no longer
certify homosexuals as h�ving mental
disease or defect and that INS should not
refer aliens to the PHS for certification .. Since
that time, INS has continued to exclude Gay
aliens without a PHS medical certificate.
Hill, a British citizen , attempted to enter

-. �-·

NGTF Launches Women's Lobby Effort

O rders

materials about Lesbians, similar to the
educational materials NGTF now publishes
dealing with the media, with employers, with
parents of Gay people, etc. The ultimate goal
is to i-nfluence policy makers and educate the
general public about the lives of Lesbians.

·

Pollee Sue B.A.R. For

$20

Million

SAN FRANCISCO-Police here have
filed a $20 million libel suit against the Ba.y
Area. Reporter, seeking $5 million in general

damages as a result of the paper's coverage of
a meeting in which several persons alleged
they were victims of police brutality.
B.A.R. erred in the date of the incident in
its original story but printed a correction of
the date in subsequent issue. Police have
charged that the officers n�med in th e

brutality incident could not have been
involved because they were not in the vicinity
of the incident of the date mentioned in
B.A.R.'s original story.
The meeting in which the alleged
incidents occurred was, ironically, a meeting
of the Political Action Committee of the Alice
B. Toklas Memorial Democratic Club to hear
public testimony of victims of police brutality
and plan responses to the allegations of police
brutality.
Because B.A.R. failed to print the date
correction within the required period of time
given newspapers to make corrections,
Stephen Bley, attorney for the San Francisco
Police Officers Association, says that he
regard� the' story as untrue.

Gay-killer Found "Not Responsible"
Law Will Erase Capitol's Sodomy Statute

· "Love

672 S. " Mc lean

Appeals

....

NEW YORK--NBC-TV has decided that
the character of Sidney Shorr, played by
Tony Randall in an upcoming series, will be
asexual rather than Gay. Sidney Shorr was to
have been a low-key, middle- aged Gay man
who opened his home to a struggling actress
and her d aughter, supposedly to take the
place of the family he never had.
Fred Rothenberg, Associated Press
television writer, wrote, "NBC lost a chance
to be courageous. It could have raised the
public consciousness on a sensitive issue
while helping erase a stereotype. NBC could
h ave kept Tony Randa l l 's ch aracter
homesexual."

BOSTON (Gay Community Ne ws)-
Thirty men were arrested July 26 and
charged with "open and gross lewdness" in
an early-morning vice squad raid on the
Quagmire bar basement.
Robert O'Toole of the Boston Police
Department Information Services said that
vice officers staged the raid in response to
citizens' complaints.
One customer arrested in the raid told
Gay Community News that police entered the
basement of the bar at approximately 1 :45
a.m., closed all exits and began making
arrests.
The customer said that there were
m ar.ked d iscrepan cies between police
testimony at the arraignment and the
circumstances surrounding the arrests.
I m migration

'""' -

Sidney Shorr Becomes Asexual

Boston Pollee Arrest 30 In Bar Raid

Send These To Your Bossi

... .

W A S H INGTON ( T h e Was h ington
Blade)--A broad sex-law reform measure has
passed its second reading in the Washington
City Council and has been signed by M ayor
Marion Barry but will not become law until
after a 30-day waiting period in which either
the House or Con�ess may veto it. The
measure would repeal most sections of the
D.C. criminal code outlawing consensual sex
between adults and would invalidate the

present "sodomy laws."
The federal l egislative oversight
committees. concerned with D.C. law usually

NEW YORK (Gayli{e, Chicago)--Ronald
Crumphiy has been found "not responsible by
reason of mental disease or defect" for the
murders of two Gay men and the attempted
murder of seven others last fall. Crumpley
opened fire outside the Ramrod bar in
Greenwich Village on the even ing ofNov. 1 9,
1980.
A defense psychiatrist testified in the
·

trail that Crumpley believed "demons in the
guise of homosexuals" were stalking him and
"h.e was merely protecting the nation and
himself' by shooting the Gay men. Crumpley
now faces 30 days of tests to determine his
;:. (
actual mental state.
.
:·
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Research
Coming Out And Anxiety
Among Lesb ians ·
By Emily Coleman

Are Lesbians who are open about their
sexuality more or less anxious? Are Lesbians
with higher paying, more prestigious careers
more anxious about their lifestyles? Do any of
these three factors (anxiety, degree of
overtness and occupational status) vary with
the amount of involvement in a same sex
lifestyle? These interesting and complicated
q uestions were the subject of a study by
Ferguson and Finkler in a 1978 A rchives of
Sexual Behavior article.

The authors point out that traditionally,
psychological research on Gay persons has
focused on differences between straight and
Gay persons. The majority of the literature
i n d i cates n e i t h e r devel o p m en t a l n o r
personality differences between the groups
and occasionally finds better adjustment
among Lesbians. A more fruitful approach to
acquiring valid information may lie in
exploring differences among Gay persons
rather than comparing Gays with straights
as though each group is a discreet population.
There are many differences (i.e. varying

Citizens R espond To
Library Censorship
By Donna Jones
Even before Reagan 's inauguration
many libra ries were being pressured by the
various tenacles of the immoral minority to
remove books s uch as Our Bodies, Ourselves
a n d maMazinl's stl(·h a,<; M s . lmm I h 1 • ir
s h l•it 'l'-'· ( '1•nsorship tl'as a n d i,, dl'/"inil l'ly on
l h l' ri.'l'.

The following letter, a recommendation
of a book about homosexuality (to the director
of a local area library). defends the book
which was recently vehemently attacked by a
right wing group. Letters such as this can act
as a citizen 's response to censorship.
A way of love, a way of life is a book
�minently suitable for any library colleetion
serving young aauTts. n does n'ot attempt to
lure the reader into a homosexual existence ·
rather it is a rational guide for the individual
who feels that he might be Gay and is
bewildered or frightened by the fact. The
wnrk is valuable in that it assures such a
person that he's not a social outcast. that
t lwre are as many other people who have
px perienced similar feelings. dou bts and
frars.
The work is also valuable in that it is
suitable for heterosexual youngsters who are
curious about Gay life. It is appropriate for
such people because it does not attempt to
proselytize or convert them. It simply shows
them that p·eople with this kind of sexual
orientation exist and that they are not so
terribly different from people considered
norm al. The following q uotation is proof that
the book does not attempt to pressure young
readers into becoming homosexuals: "Our
experiences will reflect our own situations
and personalities. You must find what is best
for you. This may mean an early commitment
to exclusive heterosexuality or homosexuali·
ty . . . On the other hand you may choose to
incorporate many kinds of sexual experiences

into your life. And no matter what you decide
now. you may change your mind later ... Most
men and women have many changes in their
sexual styles as they grow."(page 1 03)
There is in this book one chapter in
particular which should prove especi ally
helpful to all young people. Entitled "Sex isn't
all good news." it is a no nonsense list and
description of sexually transmitted diseases.
Another chaptel', "How to meet Gay people",
contains sound counsel for teenagers both
Gay and straight: "Be careful around
strangers is good advice. even if it does sound
old fashioned. It should be unnecessary to say
that it is extremely unwise to invite a
l'Oll i pll'tt• s t ra n g<•r h ol l it'. It'! a lon<' P n g agp in

sex with someone about whom you know
nothing. D�n't a an don good co�mon sense
if you decide to explore the bars." (page 48)
Finally, one might mention as evidence
of the book's suitability for the public library
collection the fact that several professional
reviewers of juvenile literature have written
critiques approving it.
The only reservation about the book that
this reviewer might bring forth is one as to the
frankness used in discussion of sexual
techniques in the chapter entitled "Intimate
Relationships". Young children do not need
graphic descriptions of such techniques, and
it is for this reason that the book might be
more useful recatalogued for the general
collection with the stipulation that it is
appropriate for young adults.
This letter is a sample of the types of
letters that need to be written to counteract
"bookburning " attitudes of the New

the

We would all do well to visit our

Righ t.

libraries and ch eck on various titles to m ake
certain they are not beinp removed from the
shelves. Letters of recomm endation such as

degrees of commitment to and/or acceptance
of a Lesbian lifestyle) within the Lesbian
c o m m·u n i ty a n d. u n d e r st a n d i n g o f
homosexuality may be better served by
focusing upon these within-group differences.
This was the approach taken by Ferguson
and Finkler.
The 63 Lesbians in the study were
contacted through a Lesbian organization
with a Gay church, through a Gay bar and
through friendship networks. Any woman
·who identified herself as a Lesbian was
invited to participate in the research. (This
study population is obviously an
improvement upon past studies which
generalized from sample populations of
h o m os e x u a l s i n p r i s o n s or m e n t a l
institutions.) One hundred q uestionnaires
were distributed and 63 were returned, a very
respectable response rate.
Participants ranged in age from 19 to 52
years old with a mean age of30. The subjects
represented the full range of socioeconomic
status as indicated by the Hollingshead
Index of Social Position, the standard index
used in research to determine social position.
Based upon the Hollingshead Index, subjects
were · then categorized for data analysis as
either "high status" or "low status".
The subjects completed three measures:
the Manifest Anxiety and Defensiveness
Scale (MAD) (Milli met, 1970), the Degree of
Involvement - and Overtness Scale (DIOS),
and a biographical data sheet. The MAD
scale measures the degree of anxiety and
defensiveness against a real or potential
threat to self-esteem. The DIOS is a
q uestionnaire developed and standardized by
Ferguson and Finkler in a previous study.
Subjects rate their comfort level on several
items on a 10 point scale. For example, one
item used to identify amount of involvement
asks how comfortable you would feel kissing
a woman on the lips. A sample item
identifying overtness asks how comfortable
you would feel having Lesbian literature sent
to your home. Subjects also report if they have
actually done each item on the DIOS.
The mean anxiety score for the Lesbians
was significantly lower than the normative
means for women in introductory psychology
courses and for eighth grade females. Covert
(those who tried to hide their sexuality) and
ove� (those who were "out") Lesbians were

similar in anxiety levels. The authors
speculate _ that this may � be due to the
restricted range of the subjects' anxiety
scores. In other words, all scores were so low
among the Lesbians that it was difficult to
identify change due to coming out. However,
w h en t h e a u t h o r s i n vestigated t h e
relationship between occupational status.
overtness and anxiety, a difference did
appear; low status overt Lesbians were more
anxious than low status covert Lesbians,
while high status overt and covert Lesbians
were similar in anxiety levels. Furthermore,
high status Lesbians were generally less
anxious than low status Lesbians, regardless
of degree of overtness. This interaction of
status and degree of overtness clarifies the
lack of a simple relationship between degree
of overtness and anxiety. Lesbians vary in
social status, but anxiety varies with ·degree
of overtness only for those in the lower strata.
The authors speculate that occupational
prestige may lend credibility and protection
from social assault to a person whose sexual
orientation is considered deviant. Lack of
occupational prestige may result in a more
direct confrontation ·with hostility and
ensuing anxiety. Low levels of occupational
achievement may make one more vulnerable
to hostile societal assault.
Degree of involvement di<l not differ for
sugjects with less or more than five years
experience. However, those women who
became involved in their first same sex
experi�nce during the last five years, in which
the social zeitgeist has been increasingly
tolerant of homosexuality, were significantly
more open regarding their sexuality. I t
therefore appears that while socii support
may not affect the degree of same sex
involvement, it does affect the degree of
openness shown by Lesbians.
Ferguson and Finkler interpret the low
anxiety scores among Lesbians in their study
not as artifacts of age or social desirability
but as further support for the emerging view
of Lesbians as equally well and some cases
better adjusted than heterosexual women . .
The auth ors theorize that " personal
confrontations with deviancy and all of its
r a m i fi c a t i o n s , i f r e s o l v e d w i t h o u t
succu mbing to institutionalization, may
result in a more well-defined sense of identity
and greater self-acceptance."
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while leaving a M emphis Gay bar, were two men
arrested - with one severely beaten for no
.. •

apparent reason?
I

1{

The man was beaten for "resisti ng a rrest" wh ile
han dcuffed. Their only apparent crime was
leaving a
Avenue!

Gay

Bar

and

crossing · Mad ison

the one above can help to counteract the
unnecessary

removal of important

from our pu blic libraries.

books

The Memphis G ay Coa l ition is an. organization
of women and men working together to foster
awareness and communicatio n . '

Join us in t h e fight for you r rig hts.

Beginning our third year

I s an o rgan ization of Gay and concerned Catholics who wish to
see C h rist's Love expressed to and among a l l men and women
regardless of sexual orientation. We are a support group wh ich
accepts members of a l l denomi nations. Gay or n on-Gay i n a spi ri t
o f fel l owship. We w i s h to promote an atmosphere where friends h i p
can develop a n d mature .. a n d where t h e Gay person's sense of
acceptance and individual worth may be strengthened .

C a.LLZ2 5.�169.8.....o. r...Z26::59 2 7-for information .
Mass Sundays
p. m. . St. Peter V i l l age Chapel,
M�Leari
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Lesbian Health
Breasts: Part

By Audrey J. May
{Audrey J. May is Community Outreach
Coordin ator for the Memphis Center fo r
Reprod ��:.ctive Health.)
Breasts are composed of four different
types of tissues: 1) glands - thousands of tiny
cells which produce milk; 2) ducts · a network
of vessels which carries the milk, "3) f"throus
tissue - tissue which supports and attaches
"the .breast to the chest wall and 4) fat.
� Breasts.: like other parts ef
. the body,
change . monthly as· a result of normal
hormonal cycles In the !female body.
Increased amounts of the hormone estrogen
during the early part of the menstrual cycle
stimulate the production of new cells and
heavier blodd flow in the > tireasts. Ovulation

·;

II

(release of the egg) triggers the creation of
fluid by the breast glands. It is this fluid
buildup, coupled with the increased tissue
and blood flow, that accounts for the tender,
swollen feeling many women experience with
menstruation. Afterwards, the fluid and
blood flow diminish and the excess cells are
simply absorbed into the breast tissue.
Occasionally ·some of the extra material
prep.ared by the body during the menstrual
cycle remains in the breasts. A protective
lining grows around the material and a cyst
is formed. Also, soll)etimes the breast tissue
does not shrink b.ack to its normal size; this is
called a fibroadenoma. Most such lumps
cysts and fibroadenoma-are benign (non
cancerous).
These changes in the breast occur most
often in women of :reproductive age. One out
of five women will probably experience some
forp1 of cystic change in her breast, but the
great majority of those cysts will disapp�ar
without ·treatment. In addition to hormonal
changes, fibrocyst'ic changes in the hreast are
aggravated by caffeine, . s.alt, chocolate and
nicotine. Vit�min B6 and Vitami� E seem to

BookS

me. But maybe that's okay since I find it hard
to take seriously· a road map to flesh. But wait.
.Before I'm castigated for being an asexual
snob, I must say that Places of Interest does
include listings for each city of alternative
activities. that occur with any regularity in
the communities. So one can choose to go to

Best Bet Of
The Gay G u ides
Places o f Intere�t. Ferrari Publications,
Bex 1 6054, Phoenix, Arizona 850 1 1 . $7.50.

Reviewed By O.C. Walker
Catering to the myth of Goodbar, Ferrari
Publications capitalizes on the · compulsive
search for somethin1g (or somebody) for
nothing. Accepting that and still wanting to
dance alot, drink alot, and maybe get laid
along the way somewhere you've never been
before, Places of Interest will be of interest to
you.
The guide d o es exactly what its
publishel", Marianne Ferrari, says in her into
it'll do; but. "methinks she doth protest. . . " etc.

·

be helpful in relieving breast pain and
tenderness.
And now for the scary part: breast
cancer. For many women, particularly those
who have" seen a female relative disfigured by
the loss of a breast, the ominous shadow of
breast cancer seems to hover over them like a
ghoul. However, while cancer of any sort is
still a serious disease, new statistics should
relieve some of the unnecessary fear.
· While
the chances of any woman
develo.ping breast cancer are 1 in 15, the cure
rate for early, small cancers is a strong 85%.
Many physicians now use less drastic
surgery to remove a breast cancer· than
previously and are . more s;uccessful at
reconstructive surgery to build new breasts.
In addition, there are · now more accurate
cancer screening techniques to detect the
disease.
It is true that women with a family
history of breast cancer have a somewhat
higher risk of getting the disease themselves.
However, the improved screening methods
also mean that those cancers that do occur
are often detected in the very early stages
when they are more easily cured. American
women also seem to be getting malignancies
earlier in life than previous generations; this
coulrl be· due to changes in diet and lifestyle.

� S<.I)!)
,;...,.A')A �$.>

The info is up-to-date, mostly meaning that
the bars are where the guide says they are
and, please god(dess), they are still open. It's
int�resting that most of those listed are for
men only unless otherwise stated. Thank you,
Marianne. To help a real connoisseur, Ms.
Fe!1"ari et al. have designed a set . of
"international symbols". These indicate
things like mode of dress (and I don't mean
which dress to wear), the kind of booze you
get, and whether to expect backroom action in
drag or out. Some of the symbols, Gay
international or not, are a bit too cutesy for

political debates, lectures, block parties, boat
rides, and fiestas, and still get to church on
time. The avowed places of interest · are all
there. It's just that most of the ads, not to
mention the spirit ofthe guide, tend to peddle
sex.
So, if your travels (with your aunt or
otherwise) are taking you to a strange city in
the U.S. or Canada and you think you will
find who you're looking for there, if only you
can find the bar, buy one of these guides. It'll
set you back only $7.00.

Someth ing R ich
And Strange

If you're ga�

the joke in this
scene ts on you.
'

.

Jeff Bridges i n d rag i n Th u n d erbolt and Lightfoot
is j u st a n other example of the homop hobia Hol
lywood has ped dled over the years. from the
· · sissy " · jokes of the silents to the paranoia a n d
brutality o f Cruisi n g . I n h is bri l l iant n ew book,
THE CELLULO I D CLOSET: Homosex uality in the
Movies. Vito R usso exp lains how Hol lywood has
a d a pted to preva i l i n g attitudes. both i n its veiled
refe r e n ces to h o m osex u a l i ty ( e . g . . · · b u d dy
fi lms. · · l i ke Butch CassidY. and the Sundance Kid)
a n d i n expl icit ones. l i k e Th e Bo:;.s in the Ba n d .
1 20 p h otogra p h ic stills.

THE CELLULOID
CLOSET

Homosexuality in the Movies

= VITO RUSSO =
&Row

Paperback $7.95

A Sea Change, Lois Gould; Simon &
Schuster, 650 Fifth Ave., New York, NY
10020; $6.95 hardback.

Reviewed by 0. C. Walker

T h e g r e a t m a j o r i t y of b r e a s t
abnormalities are discovered by a simple
breast exam dc.ne by the woman herself (see
l ast month's column- for information on
breast self-exam). Other screening devices
i n cl u d e x-ray m a m m o g r a p h y a n d
thermography, a technique which measures
heat radiating from the breast tissue.
How do you tell a benign lump from one
that is malignant (cancerous)? A benign
lump is usui:J.lly ·easy to move around. It does
not seem attached to the skin or wall of the
breast. It is also fairly evenly shaped.
Cancer-Ous lurrips tend to·Iia.ve little tentacles
that cling to other body tissues; they are also
l ess regular in shape. E arly breast cancer
rarely hurts; if areas of the breast seem to
ache, the likelihood is great that it is not
cancer.
If you are suspicious about a breast lump
or any other unusual change in your breasts,
see a health care professional immediately.
Many forms of breast disease, including
cancer, can be effectively treated if detected
ea rly. And even if it turns out that there was
no need for alarm, wouldn't you be glad you
did have that strange lump checked out, just
to be sure?

(We need to know if the topics addressed
in this column are of interest to you. So please
drop us a line c/o Gaze to let us know if you
find the column helpful or boring, too hard or
too elementary or if there are any particu{ar
topics you'd like to see covered. Remember,
it's your body and your health, so take an
active part in it.).
·

Jessie's colle!, · roommate, Kate Saville. This
all sounds ord1t1ary enough, and that is the
tone of Gould's writing. But the sea looks
ordinary on the surface, too; just water. It is
what goes on beneath the waves · that
intrigues us. By the end of the book the
women have survived the brutal storm on
their own. A Coastguardsman, Leo Bailey, is
inadequate for the situation when he finally
discovers himself. In fact, Leo realizes what
the reader is coming to and leaves in
confusion. That's �here I was left in the end,
too.
Lois Gould has created an elaborate
conceit, the label for which is the name of the
book. Jessie, Kate, and Dii.me ''go through
physical changes that take them from being
m an-objec�s to human beings, women alone
without men, not needing men. Robin, the
y o u n g e s t , fo l l o w s ·t h e o t h ers in a
metaphorical change that is not clearly
described.
The entire book is bursting with
controversial confusion. ·The opening scene is
a rape. Jessie refers to her assailant as B. G.,
black gunman. He becomes a sexual, really a
trans-sexual, referent whom Jessie summons
in fantasies. He reappears in the midst of the
hurricane, or does he? Is that person B. G., or
is it Jessie dressed and armed as a man?
Either way, she is violated again with the
barrel of the gun. Sound trashy? Well, no, it is
appropriate in the context, and unnerving in·
its implications.
As the women prepare for and survive the
hurricane, each becomes "something rich
and strange. " Robin leaves childhood; Diane,
girlhood; Kate finds her center self; and
Jessie finds a whole new sexual identity. We
might perceive her as a man. In fact, she acts
a bit too much like one for me. I think Lois
Gould is "on to something here." I think she is
right in showing us that women can live truly
independently of men in every way. I also
think she has co-opted her intention of
liberating the female human. The recurrence
of rape with a gun as the offending member is
exactly the metaphor for the way men have
perceived and abused women historically.
The fact that Jessie is empowered and
sexually defined in the same way is brutal
and verges on the chauvinism they, and we,
hate.
The novel has something for everyone,
again a questionable feature for the message
it conveys. There is lots of sex-more than I'm
used to-violent sex, perverse sex. There's
adventure, real and exciting; Diane actually

A Sea Ch ange expl ores the lives of-four

women directly; in other words, the reader is
brought to their world without the
intervention of the male of the species. The
basic setting is Andrea Island the year
hurricane Minerva decim ated it. On the less
populated end of the island live Jessie and
Roy Waterman and their two daughters,
Diane and Robin. During the hurricane only
the three women of the family are there, with

c o n t i n u ed on page
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Classifieds

PERSIAN K I TTENS: Ch.amp ion s i red, cream

colou red; were 8 weeks old ,A ug. 1 5 . Posh
pettes. Call 722-8621 after 6.

events. No pay , good fee l i n g . Write Gaze. Box

3038. Memphis. TN 381 03-0038

GAY LAWY E R S : Resou rce g u ide of Lesbian

GAY

and

nonsmoker,

G ay

attorneys

active

i n · Gay-rel ated

l itigation seeks attorneys who wou l d like to be
i n c l uded. Contact R ich ard B u rns at G . L . A . D . ,
Two Park Square, Boston MA 021 1 6 . ( 6 1 7 ) 4261 350.

MAN

GAYS:

I nteg rate

work

soc i a l

and friendsh i p with

val ues

in

fo u r

am 35, 1 40 l bs . , 5 '6 " , brown eyes. Please send

description of self and i n terest and telephone

W i n d . Gentle cult ures based ·o n copperat i o n .
and

information

environ mental

sen d

$2

concern.

(free

if

to

David,

c/o

G aze,

Box

3038.

Memp h i s , TN 381 03-0038.

rural

com m un ities i n c l u d i n g Twin O a k s a n d East
eq ual ity,

d i s c reet . n o n d r i n k e r ,

35, Memphis resident for last i n g relati o nsh i p . I

n u m ber

prog ressive

SEEKS

intellectual man, approxi matley -

F or

needed)

to:

Federation of Egal itarian c o m m u n ities, P. O.

I N E E D TO R E NT a room in the vicin ity of
Mad ison and McNei l , Dec. 1 6-J a n . 1 . Prefer to
rent from Gay perso n . Respond to Ward, c/o
Gaze, .Sox 3038, Me mp h i s , Tn 38 1 03-0038.

B ox GZ 61 , Tecumseh, M O 65760.
GOO D PAY, S H O R T HOU RS--we can't offer
SEX WITHOUT G U l L T: T h i s book is ded icated
to those who harbor g u i lty sex ual fee l i ngs, or
need

fu l l · sexual

expression .

Shoot

$4 to

Rowdy Pu bl ishers, Box 27266G, M e m p h is. TN
38127.

that. But if you enjoy l i sten i ng t o others, g i v i n g
i n fo r m a t i o n ,

and

hel ping . people

fee l

4299.

BLACK GAYS: The Memphis Comm ittee meets
every Su nday at 7:30 p . m . C a l l 396-61 46 for

Tower, 2 1 6 7 t h Ave., A p t . 2-H , N e w Y ork , N Y

inform atio n .

GAY R A D I O is o n trial i n C i n c i n nati. J o h n Zeh
and WAIF-FM face felony charges for a Gay
broadcast. Your help is needed now. Send
donations,

or

requ est

i nf o r m a t i o n

from

Gaydreams, Box 1 91 58, C i n c i n nati , O H 452 1 9.

G A I A'S G U I D E , 8th editio n , is t h e o n l y g u ide

book for Gay women & i nc l u des over 3,500

p.m.
Sunday, September
Rain Date: Sept . 20
J
.---.---::1-\

J o i n the M em p h i s Gay Switchboard. Call 726-

GAY O P I N I O N : S u bscribe! Write c/o Art h u r
1 001 1 .

0

comfortable with themselves. we need you .

/·
Pot l u c k Pi c n i c , FREE B E E R ,
L i ve E NTERTAI N M ENT,
Dyn a m i c S PEAKERS,

Mondays. 7:30 p . m . , meeting room A at M a i n
Library,

welcome.
concern

Peabody

Become
areas:

o u t re a c h ,

i nvolved

political ,

f u n d ra i s i n g .

Switchboard.

media.

and

Educat i n g

others.

&

M c lean .
in

All

one of our

p u b i ic
G az e ,

relations,
the

G ay

98 1 Meda St . ,

Gay Speakers B u reau
ou rselves

and

our

com m u n ity c a n h e l p fight the radical right.

Betwee n Yo u n g & Wa l ke r

l i stings for U .S. , Canada and western E u rope.

Rates & comments in detai l on women's bars

GAY

retrea.t s, hotels, centers, g ro u ps, p u b l i cations,

s e tt i n g

and

clubs,

d iscos and restaurants, resorts,

resources a n d services, b u s i n esses of a l l k i n ds
and

much,

m u ch

more.

On

sale

at most

·bookstores for $8.50 or m a i.l -order for $ 1 0 from
New Earth-Bookstore, 2 West 39th Street.

Kansas ei

·,

M O 641 1 1 .

M E G C H R I S T I A N 's new a l b u m "Turning I t
Over"

is

Wom a n k i n d

ava i l a b l e
Books.

after

September

201 5

Bel mont

1.

B l vd . ,

R I G HTS

ADVOCATES

seeks

L egal

cases

with

i m pact

on

Gay/Lesbian comm u n ity. $30,000 salary plus
be n e f i t s .

Submit

res u me

to:

Search

by Sept. 23, 1 98 1 .

BLACK A N D W H I T E , 3rd World Gays: BWMT
NA,

279

Colli ngwood,

San

F rancisco.

CA

941 1 4 . (41 5 ) 431 -0458.

OR A L SEX--ALL THE S EC R ETS & WAYS TO
always

needed

to

report

l oc a l

CHARGES FI LED . . .
continued from page 1

home. As I finished the cigarette, I turned to
leave. I noticed that Taylor was standing
behind me so I turned. to him and told him
that I was leaving. He followed us to the door.
As I went through the door to the foyer,
Taylor pushed me or shoved me--whatever-
and I turned to facl' hin1 and said, ' I ' n1
leaving now. Don't touch me again. I was a
· security guard once and I know what you can
do and what you can't do.' At this point
Taylor proceeded to.beat me with a nightstick
around the upper body, back and legs--all the
way out the main door and down the street to
the next building toward Union Avenue.
"When I noticed we were off the property
I told him, 'I'm off the property; leave me
alone.' He said, 'Hell no; I'm arresting you on
disorderly conduct.'
"He dragged me by the hair back to the
Barracks and handcuffed me and called
transport (squad car). During this time my
ride (friend) was outside watching the events
and when Taylor noticed him he ordered him
to leave immediately. While awaiting
transport, I asked Ta y lo r wh y hl• hit 111e. Ht•
stated to 111e i t was ht>cause I scratched his
llrll l .

"Other comments made were, 'Maybe
next tin 1 e you ' l l lPaVP tht• fi rst tina• I ask y ou, ·
and, 'You'd better be glad you've got your
teeth left in your head."'
Broxterman was in jail until 5 a.m. when
· his mother posted the $50 bond to release him.
Broxterman said that bruises appeared on
his body and required medical treatment.
Mem bers of the Memphis Gay Coalition
witnessed the bruises on his arms. legs and
upper body.
.; '· ·
Charges against Broxterman were

INVITED.!

Comm ittee, G R A, 540 Castro S t . , S F , C A 941 1 4

N as h v i l l e 3721 2.

WRITERS

EVERYONE

D i rector t o coord inate a n d d i rect precedent
c o u rt

13

0

M E M P H I S G A Y COA L I T I O N meets 1 st and 3rd
Branch

2

I M P R O V E : $2, ROWDY PU B L I S H E R S . BOX

27266, M E M P H I S , TN 381-27.

dismissed August 12 "without prejudice"
(meaning he did not incur court costs), but the
new charges were brought against him by
Taylor shortly thereafter . . The prosecutor in
the case indicated to Broxterman's attorney,
Mark Francis, that there was more involved
in the case then disorderly conduct.
Taylor's original report indicated that
Brpxtern1an had scratched hin1 and grahhed
his thumb, refusing to let go until Taylor
stru�k him repeatedly with the nightstick.
Broxterman denies this.
The subsequent report filed by Taylor in
regard to th e n e w ch arges a g a i n st
Broxterman state that Taylor ·�approached
the defendant and advised him to leave 616
M arshall. After having to argue with
defendant to get hi in to leave, the defendant
did strike the offiant (Taylor) and threatened
the offiant with bodily harm using abusive
and pro fanl' languagP. ThP defendant was in
an obviously unstable condition. "
Broxterman denies both the original and
the subsequently altered reports filed by
Taylor and seeks witnesses to the incident.
The friend who offered Broxterman a ride
home for the Barracks left two days later for a
year's study in Israel. Another · friend. a
school teacher from Forrest City. Arkansas,
witnessed the incident but would not testify
for fear of losing his position as a teacher.
Broxterman FJ d d ed that both the
manager on duty, Gene Craig, and the
doorkeeper. Tim Martin, were "going along
with Taylor's testimony." When Broxterman
asked another employee of the Barracks if he .
had witnessed the incident. he replied that he
had been instructed not to discuss it.
"I know there are people who saw what
really happened," Broxterman said, "but
they are afraid to come forward because the
Gay issue might cause them problems."

continued from page 1 0

gets lost i n the hurricane and we survive it
with her. We experience her change
fi�sthand. There is a political angle. There are
no good men:,· and I believe it. I am confused.
hut happy when Jessie changes her n·im le tq
R. G. Kilroy ( h er husband's nan1e is Roy,
remember?), dresses like a 1Jl6.n, and lives
with Kate and the kids·, -ever'after. You will
have to tell me how (And I will not even
pursue the meaning 'of Robin's massive
collection of dolls, including the Charlotte
.•

·'(

Corday she repeatedly beheads.) Did I say
something for everyone? Well, m aybe not for
the men. But somebody ought to read it to
them. Or at least the qqotation after the title
page: "Males of labroides dimidiatus control
the process of sex reversal within social
groups. Each group consists of a male with a
harem of females, among which larger
individuals dominate smaller ones. The male
in each harem suppresses the tendency ofthe
females to chang· e sex, · by actively
dominating them. Death of the male releases
this suppression and the dominant female of
the harem changes sex immediately."

Calendar
1 -Tues: G aze staff meet i n g , 274--0431 , 8 p . m .
2-Wed: M uscu l a r Dystrpphy Benefit (GO.P S ) ,

20-Sun: J-Wag's Cookout f o r Gaze ( be n efit).
$6.50 for 14 oz. steak, steak fries, sal!id·,

Geo rge's, 600 Marsh a l l , 1 0:30 p.m. , $3.

2 d ri n ks � j-Wag's, 1 268 Madison ( o n

6-Sun: Country-Western " G ay-Ho" ben�it for

the

Gay Switch board, 1 0 N. Cleveland , 8
p . m . , $2.
"Gay Alternative" 3 p. m . , WEVL-F M
90.3.

C o m m ittee

meet i n g ,

L i brary,

7:30

Peabody

&

Mclean. room A. open t o -p u bl ic; Pol ice
D i rector B u ddy Chapman, speaker.

1 1 -Frl: Gaze sta'ff copy dea d l i n e .

·.

'

1 3-Sun: M G C Campa i g n , '82 K i c koff Picnic,
981 Meda. potluck (free beer) , 2 p.m.
Tsarus "Trash Day" 10 a.m., contact
Sh aron's for info .. 278-902 1 .
MCC. 1 1 a . m. . 672 S . Mclean
90.3.
p.m . . St.

Peter

V i l l�ge C h apel .
M e m p ti is

Comm ittee

meet i n g ,

p.m., St. Peter
meeting,

7:30

p.m., 396-61 46 .

21 -Mon: M e m p h i s G a y C oa l it i o n m eet i n g , 7 : 30
p.m..

Main

L i brary,

Peabody

Mclean. Room A. open to p u b l i c.

&

22-Tues: Gaze staff meeting, 274-043 1 , 8 p . m .
'
25-Frl: October Gaze o u t , vol. 2. N o . 1 0 .
26-Sat: "Moon l i g ht Madness" costu me . cruise
on t h e Memphis Queen I I , boards 8
p.m..

cruise

8:30

p . m . - 1 2 :30

a.m.;

tickets $ 8 advance, $ 1 0 a t gate. foot of

"Gay Alternative" 3 p . m . , WEVL-F M
Mass for D i g n ity, 5

"Gay Alternative" 3 p . m . , WEVL-FM
90.3.
V i l lage Chape l .
M e m p h is C o m m ittee

8-Tues: Memphis G ay Coalition meeti n g . 7:00
Main

M C C. 1 1 a . m . , 6 7 2 S . Mclean.

Mass for Dig nity. 5

p.m . . . 396-61 46.
p . m ..

.

Peter

Vi l lage Chape l .
M e m p h is

tickets must be p urchased

1 8, 6:30 p . m .

MCC. 1 1 a . m . , 672 S . Mclean

Mass for Dignity. 5 p . m . , St.

patio ) .

fr<?m J-Wag's no later than F ri . . Sept.

7 :30

p . m .. 396-6 1 46 .

14-Mon: Gaze a d dead l i ne. 274-0431 .
Parents & Friends of Gays, 274-0653.

1 5-Tues: Gaze staff meet i n g . 274-043 1 . 8 p . m .

M o n roe

at

R i verside.

274-0431

for

advance t ickets.

27-Sun: MCC, 1 1 a . m .. 672 S . Mclean.
"Gay Alternative" 3 p.m . . WEVL-F m
90 .3.
M as s f o r D i g n ity. 5 p . m . . St.

Pet&r

Vi l lage Ghapel.
M em phis

C o m m ittee

meet i n g .

7 :30

p . m .. 396-6 1 46 .

29-Tues: G aze staff meet i n g . 274-043 1 . 8 p . m .

---

--

September, 1 981 -Gaze-1 1

G eT 1 1\1

\

THEY

TH I S

PLACE. �

Tt! E.�C.

�

TH I S IN Tli 1 5 PAPER. I

AT

PRIN KS !

AlsO HA\/ 6. A GA ME. ROOM ,

.SHU FFLE&�RRD, POOL
PA TI O ,

\

I

LOOK

N OT To MENTICW
THE:. C.05T OF

CAN Y O U B E L I EVE
WHAT I T COST S TO

P�I VJITE M R KING1

�

FRE E

GO

Lf.T ' S

TAtkc�> OPf!f\J A I R

�t

POPCORN �

,

Where?
II
Madison a n d Cleveland

726-981 3

coclltalls

•

Food

•

Danclna

U pstairs lounge and game room open 3 P.M. Dally
Coors draught 50¢ Happy Hour 3-1 1 everyday

FANTASTIC PIZZA AND SANDWIC HES
Main Bar, Patio, and Disco Open at 8

IYIOIDAY liGHT IYIADIESS?
coma sea .. .
a P.m until .?
SURRRISE AFTER SURPRISE!
.

.

..

Every n ight of the week--Da�clng to the Best Sound and Lights in the ,city.

